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Plot:
Jonesy comes over to Enya’s apartment while he is preparing to meet up with a new friend. Jonesy persuades Enya to take his 

teleporter to the location to get there early (despite it being recently broken). Upon using the teleporter Jonesy and Enya 
become fused together. They also find that Polly has arrived early to the location as well. They improvise through the situation all 
the while becoming more and more anxious until eventually the fusion wears off in a multimedia explosion so immense that the 

walls of the set collapse leaving just the light rigging, camera, and the desk on which the set was stored.

Logline:
Enya is preparing to meet up with a new friend. He wants to make a good impression, but his buddy Jonesy complicates 

things in a major way

Subject:
Boundaries

Theme:
Sometimes stepping outside our boundaries can lead us to be thrusted even further outside boundaries we didn’t know we had

• We set up boundaries to keep us safe
• Breaking boundaries can be scary

• Human elements are greatly connected to 
how we evaluate our boundaries

Intro

Ideas:



Beat Boards Fall 2019



Bruce Block Charts



Bruce Block Charts (cont’d)



Setting Development



General Theory of 
SettingChoices

• The locations are meant to be slightly 
cluttered or collage-like containing elements 
from varied perspectives, such as:

• Time periods

• Locations

• Dimensions

• Themes

• Decor

• The general cluttered and busy nature of the backgrounds 
are meant  to emphasize the effect that portals have in the 
reality of my universe.

• The existence of portals encourages people to think in 
multiplicities.  That instead of the approach that many 
things create one big thing,  we approach the scenario 
that the one big thing is made up of many  different 
things.

Notes about reading

• All prospective settings would still, theoretically be 
implemented as  physical sets over which 2D 
characters would be animated. Aspects  about how 
this would be done are not detailed here as this  
assignment is focused solely on creative exploration.

• The design exploration for Enya’s apartment work 

within the confines  of my current floorplan because 

construction for that set has already  begun.
• This is necessary for my film to remain on schedule

• Construction for the design of Café has not begun, so 

the floorplans  do vary in those implementations.

All links to image sources are imbedded as hyperlinks or listed in the 

image/slide itself. If image has no link, or reference  text it is my own image 

that I have taken on site.



Exploration



Premise:  Mid-level present-day transient college student

• This concept was focused mainly around that Enya is in college 
for  advertising and has a part time job.

• The apartment would be low to mid range and rather sparse as he might be moving  
around a lot. Most of his belongings might even be back at his parent’s home.

• In my research I attempted to find apartments that exemplify averageness.
• The things that would make Enya’s apartment distinct are the posters he  

has of advertisements he likes, he might also have a few collectibles or 
odd  decorations given to him by Jonesy.

• I also wanted to make sure that his apartment felt transient instead of  
homey. Everything about Enya verges on uncomfortable or uptight, and 
I  feel like the environment is one of the best ways to convey that 
without  being overly obvious.



Posters 
and
decor
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Earlyconcepts



• In this iteration, I imagined Enya and Jonesy might be DIY engineering students (instead of 
commercial artists) who pick up contracts and commissions to invent various technologies. 
Perhaps in this version, Enya and Jonesy have designed the  portal themselves and are still 
working out the kinks.

• Enya is rather fastidious, so I felt that the sleek clean lines would emphasize how kempt and 
conscientious he is.

• I chose the late 1960’s- early 1970’s United States because the Space Race was active news 
around this time (the Moon landing having happened in 1969). Space travel is a nice parallel 
to the portal travel that my film focuses on.

• Design will be based off
• Brutalist/post-war Modernist (beinging of post modernism) architecture/design
• Avant Garde/pop art
• Retro-futurism (assumption of portals and advanced non-film based tech existing in 1960’s)

• Enya also would be super into the Space Race and have information, posters and  art from bot 
the US and the Soviet Union

Premise:  Swinging 60’s Space Enthusiast



Wal
lArt

Enya wouldn’t own most of these (expensive), buthe might have pieces and parts of broken ones
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Tonal Studies





Premise:  Trash Dwelling
• In this iteration, Jonesy and Enya are opossumpeople.

• I love anthropomorphic animals in animation, so I was really keen on makinga
environment that focused on that potentialidea.

• Because I am focusing on the decorative clutter brought about portals, I thought it
would be fun to go to an extreme and make an iteration that involved literal clutter  and 
garbage. I have never intentionally drawn garbage before, so this was a fun way
to push my designchoices.

• Settings like this also allow me to go further withsubtle Easter eggs and background
jokes (which I alsolove).

• Thehome would be filled with piles of garbage and found objects
• Food items are hung from the ceiling to separate it from the trash on the

floor.
• I liked the idea of homes being something that you find in this world

instead of buy. So I like to assume that Enya just found a space andbegan
hording things and rubbing his scent on thewalls.



Trash

Food would be dried or hanging to decrease risk of contamination fromtreasures
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Apartment Decision





Premise:  Café/Punk-indie venue
• This is my original concept in which the building functionsas a  café/bakery by day, and an Indie 

Band Venue bynight.

• The place is owned and operated by local college musicians and  artists.
• The furniture/dishes is all secondhand

• The staff do not have uniforms, they’re all dressed incasual punk/grunge  attire.

• Considering the precociousness and inspiration it would take to  maintain a business while in college, I also 
imagined that the owners  would utilize portals to bring in very eclectic andmulti-cultural décor

• I want names that reflect the rebellion and non-tradition of the  punk and indie movements. The reason 
that these people created  their café was to have a place where they could expressthemselves  and their 
angst withconformity.

• Muffins andAnarchy
• Gunpowder
• An-tea-establishment
• AuntyEstablishment
• The Abdicated Ghost
• RevolutionParlor



Indie Coffee, MadisonWIHendershot’s Coffee, AthensGA
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Earlyconcepts



Premise:  Aquarium Arcade

• This concept explores placing an arcade into anaquarium.
• I was particularly inspired by this idea because many nature preservation institutions  

have issues with funding if they don’t provide some other service or community  
engagement.

• I also liked how both aquariums and arcades often have very dark orsubdued main  
lighting that emphasizes the lighting of their attractions (like fish tanks and games)

• I also drew a lot of inspiration from the local arcade Arcade Monsters and  
their ticket/concession stand which has vastly different lighting (pink)than  
the rest ofthe building (dark blue).

• In my research I was looking for strong ways to play with colored light asa  
backdrop.

• I also tried tostay away from sea mammals for ethical and aesthetic reasons.



Photos taken with permission ofowners

ArcadeMonsters
Oviedo,FL

Arcade

MontereyBay
Monterey,CA

Sealab

Hydroponicssystem

Underwater  

architecture

PotentialAmenities/Attributes



Eels Anemones

swimmers Home aquariums



The layout of the aquarium stillneeded  
a place for Enya to hide behind, but I  
thought it would be funny if I made  
that a Jellyfish tank so that Polly can  
still somewhat see him through it.
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Premise:  Greenhouse Restaurant 
• This concept explores combining a locally-owned restaurant that also  

functions as a co-op for organic gardening that functions out of a  
greenhouse.

• My initial idea centered around some local college musicians that pooled  
together to buy their own restaurant and venu. I wanted to push that idea of  
a community driven dream.

• So this restaurant might have a lot of volunteer and donationbased  
architecture.

• This establishment would be, first and foremost, a place for growing  
plants. I also wanted an area that could be transformed fromnursery  
to eatery midday.

• In my research I focused on plants types that were practical andnon-
toxic and buildings that had a high amount of naturallight.



indoors outdoors

Plant musthaves

features



All shots of my film will take place  
indoors. However, I explored an  
external structure of this concept  
because the large amount of  
windows would effect how the  
interior was lighted andstaged.
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Tonal Studies







Café Decision





Character Development



Exploration



Early Concept Work

These were the first images that I ever drew of Jonesy and Enya.
Enya is the one with blue hair, Jonesy is the one with green hair.





A large part of my character development process involves 



Designs from Fall 2019



Enya
exploration



• The trash setting concept involved an animal cast in which Enya was 
imagined as an opossum

• Enya is a bit taller and will thus have longer features.
• For all my characters I tried to reference the face of people I know in 

real life.
• Enya tends to have more angles in his body than Jonesy because he 

will move in a slightly more realistic way (limbs bending at elbows, 
instead of hose-like)

• Enya takes care of himself and is very concerned with appearing as 
though he is not concerned with his appearance

• He has eclectic tastes and will generally wear tasteful style mixtures

Enya approach



Enya: Virginia Opossum (Didelphis Virginiana)







Enya:



Silhouettes



Form



wardrobe



Wardrobe cont’d



Outfits

• He strives for 
subtleness and 
casualness (he 
doesn’t want people 
to know he’s putting 
effort into his image

• He’ll usually tone 
down the colors of 
ensembles that he 
thinks are a bit too 
fashionable

• Enya dresses conservatively for the most part
• he pays attention to fashion trends (mostly because he’s a bit self- conscious)



Enya
decision







Jonesy
exploration



• Jonesy’s animal version was going to be a cat (being generally more 
sociable than racoons and opossums)

• This choice compliments my voice acting and the mentality around 
which I’ve built his character.

• His gender is not a plot point, but just another attribute of his 
character like age or height.

• This also serves to benefit the cause of representation. There are not that 
many leading non-binary characters in animated shows.

• I do not feel that there should be a ”reason” or “motivation” for his gender 
ambiguity. My film instead brings up the fact to the viewer that people are 
diverse and that voices come from more than just the hetero-normative 
viewpoint.

Jonesy approach



Jonesy: Cat (Felis catus)







Jonesy:



Silhouettes



Form



• Jonesy’s attire usually consists of bright, unusual color 
combinations. 

• this is meant to accompany his personality. 
• the colors are kind of obnoxisious but still fun to look at. Just 

like Jonesy himself is kind of obnoxious but still fun to be 
around.

• Jonesy is super relaxed, so he will wear most anything that’s 
comfortable.



Outfits



Jonesy
decision







Polly
exploration



• Polly’s animal version was a racoon, I wanted her to be the most 
human if I chose the animal versions

• Polly is very casual and generally pretty laid back. 
• She has very niche interests and prides herself on her dedication and 

work ethic.
• She also has eclectic tastes and likes to mix her styles frequently.
• I wanted to avoid styles that were based off makeup, exaggerated 

secondary sex characteristics, or feminine stereotypes because I don’t 
like the idea of having her defining feature be that she is female.

Polly approach



Polly: Northern Raccoon (Procyon Lotor)







Polly:



Silhouettes



Form



wardrobe



Outfits



Polly
decision





Background Characters
&

Jonesy/Enya Fusion



Non-speaking characters

staff



patrons

Non-speaking characters





Character Motion/Personality Spectrum

Jonesy Enya Polly

Personality Wild Reserved

Motion
/pose type

Wiggly rubber 
hose body

Human 
Realism body



Character Development











VFX



Research 1 (combustion)
https://youtu.be/SoPegXXzvQ8

Research 2 (combustion)
https://youtu.be/7Gi_sKZ1IgU

Research 3 (overheating)
https://youtu.be/6lkcAUI42UA

Research 4 (corona discharge)
https://youtu.be/7Gi_sKZ1IgU

Portal Malfunction (smoke/sparks) research
• Audio: buzzing or humming 

before/during the short, perhaps 
a crackle.

• I intend for this effect to be a 
background avtivity.
• It will punctuate their 

conversation, but it should 
not be so noticeable as to 
demand their immediate 
action.

• The sparks should extinguish 
BEFORE the reach the ground 
so that we’re not as concerned 
about fires.

https://youtu.be/SoPegXXzvQ8
https://youtu.be/7Gi_sKZ1IgU
https://youtu.be/6lkcAUI42UA
https://youtu.be/7Gi_sKZ1IgU


Original from storyboard (gif) Sparks and slowed down smoke (gif)

Prospective Plan



VFX Proof of Concept Shot

https://youtu.be/E3MeNfYg9GY

https://youtu.be/E3MeNfYg9GY


Animatic



WIP Animatic

https://youtu.be/qONVNmhG47w

https://youtu.be/qONVNmhG47w


https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Azl8_qY0-
KV0msZIkPwXllXLrFpFob2vHIg1mi9Pwro/edit?usp=sharing

Next Steps:

Link to production management spreadsheet:

To do during summer:
• Finetune production mgmt sheet

• Calculate approx shot lengths
• Establish priority shots

• Finish prototype set for Enya’s apartment
• Test photographing  and draw overs
• Write up blueprints for final set plans

• Finish construction for final apartment set
• Finish construction for final café set
• Take all needed layout photos for scene 1 and 2
• If I have time: try to finish rough timing/blocking animation for scene 1

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Azl8_qY0-KV0msZIkPwXllXLrFpFob2vHIg1mi9Pwro/edit%3Fusp=sharing

